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	 If the Taoists believe in the polarity of Fire and Water to explain the differences between 
men and women*, Astrologers use a more intricate system.  Astrologically, Air and Fire are 
masculine/electric in polarity and Water and Earth are feminine/magnetic in polarity, but an 
individual chart (for both men and women) is made with unique and different combinations of 
these elements and polarities. 


Pleasure is the “good stuff” in life. Humanity as a whole, now that we have progressed past our 
primal urge to procreate, can literally exist to “just” to love and be happy… if we let ourselves. 
Pleasure in the form of sensuality, sexuality and relationship with another human is an ideal 
path to happiness. Finding a pleasure partner, no matter your gender, is all about mixing your 
elements with the complementary elements of another to establish an ideal partnership. 
Opposites can attract, and energies can complement one another, but the key is to know what 
(or who) YOU need, and honor that while giving your partner what they need.


I’m going to show you some Astrological ways you can identify and create sexual and sensual 
compatibility. Even if you are not a student of Astrology, it is a great exercise to look at your 
own chart to see where these influences effect your life. (If you do not have your own 
astrological chart, goto astro.com and enter your exact time, place and date to generate your 
own natal birth chart.)


The Elements: 
Elementally, the chart can show a dominance, which lends its own flair to romance, pleasure 
and sexuality. 


ALL elements are surrounded by space, its sense of sound is beneficial for all Elemental 
dominances. 


Air is the Power of Movement, it is the lightest of the elements and is linked with the mind and 
the sense of touch. Air people have sensitive skin and enjoy holding hands.  

	 

Fire is the Power of Transformation, it is the hottest of the elements and linked with action and 
the sense of sight. Pleasing the eyes, taking a walk or a good foot rub pleases the Fire signs. 


Water is the Power of Cohesion, it is linked with emotions and the sense of taste. Sensation 
using the tongue, the act of procreation and stimulating the genitals is a Water pleaser. 


Earth is the Power of Stability and it is linked with matter and substance, and the sense of 
smell. Pleasing the nose, expelling fluids and attention to the anus is very Earthy. 


The Planets: 
Planets are the “What” in a chart, and the sexual planets are as follows:


m Mars determines your sex drive: motivation, energy and initiation. 


	 In the Masculine: the energy to initiate sexual circumstances and encounters that 	 	 

	 arouse him. What actions initiate sex.  

	 

	 In the Feminine: represents the type of individual and/or actions needed to make her 	 	
	 aroused. 
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l Venus determines your sensuality and desire: touch, smell, tastes as well as WHO you would 
like to touch you and stimulate you sexually.


	 In the Masculine: represents the type of partner they want to commit to, and who they 

	 find beautiful.


	 In the Feminine: represents where you like to be touched, erotic zones, pleasure spots.


w Pluto is the Lord of Sexuality. He illuminates ones sexual power, style and the how/why/who 		
	 you achieve orgasm.  *Power is an interesting thing in sex, you MUST keep it high vibe, 		
	 or it can be used inappropriately. 


a The Sun determines casual or recreational sex: how you like to date, as well as 	 	 	
	 circumstances that lead to casual affairs, romance and pleasure. 


s The Moon directs feelings, emotions, instincts and attachments: where the moon falls in your 
	 	 	 chart compared to other sexual planets will determine your emotional 
state before, 	 	 	 during and after sex. 


The Zodiac Signs: 
Zodiac signs are the “How” in a chart. The sexual zodiac signs are:


aAries (ruled by Mars) determines your sex drive


bTaurus (ruled by Venus) dictates your 5 senses 


hScorpio (ruled by Pluto) determines the type of sex and sexual orgasms


eLeo (ruled by the Sun) is where you find sex for relaxation, recreational purposes (procreating, 
	 romance and true love matings)


While the above signs are the “sexual signs”, each of the 12 Zodiac signs is connected to an 
area of the body, making each sign have its own sweet spot for pleasure.  



aAries rules the head

bTaurus rules the neck and throat 

c Gemini rules the arms, hands and shoulders 
d Cancer rules the breast and chest 

e Leo rules the heart 
f Virgo rules the gut and digestion 

g Libra rules the kidneys and lower back 
h Scorpio rules the sexual organs 

i Sagittarius rules the hips and thighs 
j Capricorn rules the knees, bones and skin 

m Aquarius rules the shins and calves 
n Pisces rules the feet 

The Houses: 
The Sexual Houses* are the containers or “Where” in a chart. I’ll note those with an asterisk, 
but all of the Houses can inform you of how you find your pleasure. Look to see which sign is 
on the cusp of the house, indicating the sign and planet that rules that container. 


*The 1st House of Identity exemplifies our likes and dislikes regarding sexual arousal and 
drive. It also identifies the circumstances (environmental and psychological influences) to 
initiation of sex. 


The 2nd House of Value and Matter can indicate our values and morals regarding sexual 
activity. 


The 3rd House of Communication and Expression can show us how we best communicate 
our needs in sexua activity. 


The 4th House of Home and Family can show is where we ancestrally are connected to sex 
and sensuality. 


*The 5th House of Play, Fun and Performance is our container for recreational or “fun” and 
enjoyable sexual activity. 


The 6th House of Work, Health and Duty will inform us of our sexual habits and tendencies, 
as well as if we find sex “work”


The 7th House of Relationship can show us the ideal energy of our partner, and the type of 
sex we like to have. 


*The 8th House of Transformation, Sex, Death and Rebirth is our house of sexuality and 
procreation. It’s energy illuminates your style, type and sexual preferences.  


The 9th House of Wisdom and Philosophy can teach us what we desire or seek 
philosophically in a sexual relationship. 


The 10th House of Career and Public Perception will show us how we show our relationship 
to sex and sensuality to the world and in public. Is it included in our work and public life?


The 11th House of Community and Common Causes indicates where we will find groups of 
like minded people regarding sexuality and sensuality 




The 12th House of Endings, Synthesis and Prison may show us where we end our 
relationships as well as what we keep hidden, or what sexual energy is imprisoned inside 
ourselves. 


Putting this all together, I will use my own chart as a reference. I am extremely Venusian, 
making me extremely sensual as a partner. I have Libra Rising and a Taurus Sun found in the 
7th House of relationship, all three ruled by Venus. My Venus is found in my 6th House of work, 
duty and Health in Aries, making my Venus a Warrior for Love, as well as key to my health. It’s 
all about the sensual for me, a kiss given at my throat (Taurus Sun) is incredibly erotic, as is a 
caress given to my low back (Libra Rising). If I don’t get the sensuality I need in my daily life 
and routine, I suffer, if I do, I thrive. My partner needs to be active and instigating (7th House 
ruled by Aries). 


You can go MUCH deeper into relationship and sex and sensuality in a chart, and you can 
always do a synastry reading to see where two people align in relationship energies. Astrology 
can shine a light on your physical makeup, needs, challenges and desires if you focus on the 
right places in your chart. 


May you find your Pleasure and Be Happy!


*Note: men and women are used here as those who are born designated as male and female 
as a representation of the polarity opposites of yin and yang.


